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1. Educator resources

Diversity and difference: Lighting the spirit of identity (book)
2006, Early Childhood Australia

"Through their experiences of exploring diversity and difference in one inner suburban
centre, authors Aunty Kerry Mundine and Miriam Giugni outline the impact of issues
such as skin colour, language, knowledge of popular culture and perceptions of beauty
among three to five-year-olds. The way in which these issues contribute to the broader
areas of inclusion, social justice and equity-especially for Indigenous Australians -
provides many challenges. Diversity and difference: Lighting the spirit of identity raises
areas in which all early childhood practitioners can have a positive influence, if they
seek to embrace values that encompass cultural inclusion and social justice through
their day-to-day work with young children."

Vegie Fun for Everyone: Educator's program manual and toolkit (book & CDROM)
2012, Southern Primary Health

“Written by Southern Primary Health dietician Cathy Whiteley as an initiative of Health
Promotion - Eat Well Be Active (EWBA), Southern Adelaide Local Health Network within
Primary Health Services, GP Plus Superclinic Noarlunga. Vegie Fun for Everyone (VFE)
is a six week program that presents vegetable groups to children in early childhood
settings in a non-threatening way using conversation and play. The program is
designed to expose children to real vegetables using visual displays and vegetable in
their newly picked state as well as other forms when appropriate. VFE enables children
to use all of their senses to explore vegetables and develop an awareness and interest
in vegetables.”

Geographies of human wellbeing (book)
2013, Geography Teachers’ Association of Victoria/AusAID
Senior Years (Yr 10 Geography)

"Geographies of Human Wellbeing explores the nature of wellbeing using indicators
and online data analysed using a variety of ICT and mapping techniques. Produced by
the GTAV as part of the Global Education Project, this resource is aligned to the
Australian Curriculum: Geography – Year 10, Unit 2: Geographies of human wellbeing.
Sections cover: what is human wellbeing?, empowering women and girls, population,
poverty and human wellbeing, disease - HIV/AIDS, human wellbeing student inquiry."
You can also download it from http://www.globaleducation.edu.au/publications/geographies-of-human-
wellbeing-pdf.html



Australia’s engagement with Asia: Indonesia - case studies in water, food,
urbanisation and human wellbeing
(magazine & DVD)
Middle Years+
2013, World Vision

The resource supports the Australian curriculum for Geography Year 6-10. Themes
include ‘we live in a diverse world’, ‘food and human wellbeing’, ‘water and human
wellbeing’, urbanisation and human wellbeing’, and ‘interconnections and human
wellbeing.’

Lifting the Lid: A teaching resource for primary teachers for the International
Year of Sanitation (book)
2008, Global Education Centre

"A teaching resource for primary teachers for the International Year of Sanitation intro-
duces teachers to this important health issue and provides ideas and activities for
classroom use. Toilets are a taboo subject, but we cannot and must not ignore the
global crisis in sanitation - diarrhoeal diseases are the second biggest killer of children
in the world. Lack of basic water and sanitation services keep people trapped in the
poverty cycle. Health outcome through having both clean water and sanitation can
have life-changing impacts for people."

Dying to go… to the toilet: The sanitation challenge (book)
2008, Global Education Project Victoria

"A resource for middle-secondary students that describes the problems of lack of
sanitation, how it affects people and the environment, and outlines action that can be
taken to improve this basic human right for millions of people. The resource uses a
global perspective by basing activities on the learning emphases from the Global
perspectives: A statement on global education for Australian schools (2002),
Curriculum Corporation. Each section develops knowledge, skills and student activities
based on global learning emphases. This resource may be used as a stand-alone unit
of work or can be used to support different aspects of other studies such as population,
development or sustainability."
You can also download it from http://www.globaleducation.edu.au/publications/dying-to-go-to-the-
toilet.html

Food For All: A teaching resource for upper primary and lower secondary school
teachers (book)
2008, Global Education Centre

"For 852 million people around the world, food security remains out of reach. Food
security requires an available and reliable food supply at all times. At the global,
regional and national levels, food supply can be affected by climate, disasters, war,
civil unrest, population growth, lack of effective agricultural practices, and restrictions to
trade. Food for All introduces teachers to this important global issue and provides
source material, ideas and activities for classroom use."



Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden Cooking with kids
2006, Penguin Lantern

“Stephanie Alexander's philosophy is that there is no such thing as special food for
children: if food is good, everyone will enjoy it regardless of age. Here are 120 recipes
with simple instructions, a colourful layout and lots of fast, fun facts. And while these
recipes can be made by a couple of eight-year-olds in aprons – with a bit of adult
supervision – the dishes are anything but standard kids' fare: alongside the muffins
and slices are homemade pastas, Indian curries, Asian tea eggs and vegetable-rich
winter soups. Kitchen Garden Cooking with Kids also tells the story behind the recipes
of the Kitchen Garden at Collingwood College, which Stephanie set up in 2001 in the
grounds of a large inner-city school. It includes plans, activities and lists that together
make up a blueprint that other schools may wish to follow.”

Kids can cook
n.d., St Mary's Memorial School
Primary Years+

Recipes prepared and taste tested by all the students at St Mary’s Memorial School as
part of their Food and Health Program. The book is illustrated by the students and
includes recipes for dips, main meals, snacks and desserts.

Let’s play! Aboriginal games and activities for children
2017, Network SA Resource, Advisory & Management Services Inc.
Early Years - Primary Years

The games and activities described in this book have come from many Aboriginal
groups throughout Australia. They can be played at home, in a park, early childhood
centre, school or community group. Include them throughout the year and not just
during special commemoration days, e.g. NAIDOC Week or Reconciliation Week.

Aboriginal arts and crafts for children
2003, ARMSU Resource Centre

“In this book we have included a selection of Aboriginal art and craft activities for
young children from about 3 years of age. While it was originally written for educators
in child care centres, preschools, outside school hours care and family day care, the
ideas can be used by anyone exploring creative activities with children - at home, in
playgroups, schools, clubs or community groups....Incorporating aspects of Aboriginal
culture in creative activities should be part of your regular ongoing practice throughout
the year and not only on special commemoration days or weeks e.g. NAIDOC Week.”



Bite Me: simple weight strategies for kids
2006, McAveney Media

“When is a child classed as overweight? What can you do about it? What foods
should your child be eating and what should they avoid? How do you get an inactive
kid into healthy exercise habits? One in four children is considered to be overweight in
Australia. This book challenges parents and carers to take action. It offers long-term
solutions for healthy living and includes practical suggestions for busy families.”

Notes

For activities that can be done in outdoor learning spaces or edible gardens, go to ‘Plants’ or ‘Outdoors Learning Spaces
and Gardens’.

This file was last updated July 2020.

3. Books

Nunno Karnaaarra: body parts in Kaurna (book and CD)
2010, Kalaya Children’s Centre

Learn what your body parts are called in Kaurna.

2. Student resources


